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Abstract- Wireless test tool is a powerful tool for wireless network monitor and analyzer for 802.11 a/b/g/n networks. Loaded with many user-friendly features, Wireless test tool for Wi-Fi combines performance and flexibility with an ease of use in the industry. Wireless test tool for Wi-Fi captures every packet on the air to display important information such as the list of access points, IP address etc. By providing this information, Wireless test tool for Wi-Fi can help you view and examine packets, network problems, and troubleshoot software and hardware.

Wireless test tool for Wi-Fi is a comprehensive and affordable tool for wireless LAN administrators, security professionals, network programmers, or anyone who wants to have a full picture of the WLAN traffic. It also tests the Wi-Fi router and its capabilities like signal strength, its data transfer in terms of throughput, bandwidth etc.
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I. INTRODUCTION
IP based wireless network usage is growing significantly among DOTs. Agencies are realizing that wireless links are an additional communications medium that can be added to their existing toolbox of services. Wireless can be used as a temporary solution or as a permanent one for certain areas where fiber or other wireline service is not realistic. As the use of wireless IP systems grows, agencies need methods for evaluating and comparing systems and architectures [2].

WiFi is the wireless way to handle networking. It is also known as 802.11 networking and wireless networking. The big advantage of WiFi is its simplicity. You can connect computers anywhere in your home or office without the need for wires. The computers connect to the network using radio signals, and computers can be up to 100 feet or so apart.

In this paper, we will discuss two different aspects of WiFi. First we will discuss the basic technology that makes WiFi networking possible. Then we will discuss the hardware you need to create a WiFi network, and help you understand how to set up and access a WiFi hotspot in your home.

A. Wi-Fi is Freedom
Wi-Fi, or Wireless Fidelity, is freedom: it allows you to connect to the Internet from your couch at home, a bed in a hotel room or a conference room at work without wires and Wi-Fi is a wireless technology like a cell phone. Wi-Fi enabled computers send and receive data indoors and outdoors anywhere within the range of a base station. And the best thing of all, it's fast. In fact, it's several times faster than the fastest cable modem connection.

B. Wi-Fi Connects You Anywhere
Imagine working on your laptop or checking e-mail from anywhere in your home. Imagine being able to connect to your office network from an airport or coffee shop. Imagine retrieving files or presentations from the corporate network, cruising the Internet or sending instant messages to co-workers—and doing it all from a conference room or the company cafeteria.

Now, imagine doing all these things easily and quickly - without worrying about finding a wired network connection. That is Wi-Fi. Imagine being able to move your entire office without losing your investment in networking installs, or to add new staff,

All without moving cables or installing complicated hubs and routers.

This paper objective was to develop a software tools that can be used to quantitatively measure bandwidth metrics
across wireless networks. These tools will either transmit real data traffic across a wireless network and measure the amount of data transmitted over time, or will simulate different types of traffic and estimate the bandwidth.

A repeatable methodology is required to accurately measure the Internet Protocols that are used for transferring data. These protocols include File Transfer Protocol (FTP), Internet Control Message Protocol (ICMP), Transmission Control Protocol (TCP), and User Datagram Protocol (UDP). TCP and UDP are most often used when assessing the true available bandwidth, often referred to as payload bandwidth, across wireless links.

C. Why Bandwidth

When assessing wireless networks there are many parameters that can be investigated. Many focus strictly on the wireless aspect when comparing and evaluating systems. Metrics such as signal-to-noise ratio (SNR), bit error rate (BER), and received signal strength indication (RSSI) are some of the parameters used in wireless technologies. These metrics are all important to the performance of a wireless network; however for this project it was decided that the useable bandwidth of a system is the most telltale metric for comparing systems. Wireless parameters such as SNR, BER, and RSSI all have an end effect on the bandwidth. Low signal strength or a large number of bit errors correlate to lower bandwidth. Therefore, the researchers opted to analyze bandwidth performances as an overall indicator of system performance.

The problem statement is to develop an software application that perform an testing operation on wireless router/modem and test the Wi-Fi router and its capabilities like signal strength, Its data transfer in terms of throughput, bandwidth etc.

The solution to the problem to design an application in Visual C# on windows XP platform such that the applications should detect an strength of a wireless router and test its capabilities like Signal strength, data transfer rate between two or more system located at different distance in the Wi-Fi network i.e., throughput which uses FTP protocol.

What can do with Wireless test tool for WiFi

- Scan the air for WiFi stations and access points.
- Capture 802.11a, 802.11b, 802.11g, and 802.11n WLAN traffic.
- View detailed IP connections statistics: IP addresses, ports, sessions, etc.
- Configure alarms that can notify you about important events, such as suspicious packets, high bandwidth utilization, unknown addresses, rogue access points, etc.

II. IEEE 802.11 ARCHITECTURE

Architecture Components

An 802.11 LAN is based on a cellular architecture where the system is subdivided into cells. Each cell (called Basic Service Set, or BSS, in the 802.11 nomenclature) is controlled by a Base Station (called Access Point or, in short, AP).

Although a wireless LAN may be formed by a single cell, with a single Access Point, (and as will be described later, it can also work without an Access Point), most installations will be formed by several cells, where the Access Points are connected through some kind of backbone (called Distribution System or DS). This backbone is typically Ethernet and, in some cases, is wireless itself [1].

The whole interconnected Wireless LAN, including the different cells, their respective Access Points and the Distribution System, is seen as a single 802 network to the upper layers of the OSI model and is known in the Standard as Extended Service Set (ESS).

The standard also defines the concept of a Portal. A portal is a device that interconnects between an 802.11 and another 802 LAN. This concept is an abstract description of part of the functionality of a “translation bridge”.

The following diagram shows a typical 802.11 LAN including the components described below:

**Figure 2: A Typical 802.11 LAN**

Even though the standard does not necessarily request it, typical installations will have the AP and the Portal on a single physical entity.

A. IEEE 802.11 Layers Description

As any 802.x protocol, the 802.11 protocol covers the MAC and Physical Layer. The Standard currently defines a single MAC which interacts with three PHYs (all of them running at 1 and 2 Mbit/s) as follows:

1. Frequency Hopping Spread Spectrum in the 2.4 GHz Band
2. Direct Sequence Spread Spectrum in the 2.4 GHz Band, and
3. Infrared

Beyond the standard functionality usually performed by MAC Layers, the 802.11 MAC performs other functions that are typically related to upper layer protocols, such as...
B. The Authentication Process

Once the station has located an Access Point, and decides to join its BSS, it goes through the Authentication Process. This is the interchange of information between the AP and the station, where each side proves the knowledge of a given password.

Once the station is authenticated, it then starts the Association Process, which is the exchange of information about the stations and BSS capabilities, and which allows the DSS (the set of APs) to know about the current position of the station. A station is capable of transmitting and receiving data frames only after the association process is completed.

Roaming is the process of moving from one cell (or BSS) to another without losing connection. This function is similar to the cellular phones’ handover, with two main differences:

1. On a packet-based LAN system, the transition from cell to cell may be performed between packet transmissions, as opposed to telephony where the transition may occur during a phone conversation, this makes the LAN roaming a little easier, but
2. On a voice system, a temporary disconnection may not affect the conversation, while in a packet based environment it significantly reduces performance because retransmission is then performed by the upper layer protocols.

The 802.11 standard does not define how roaming should be performed, but defines the basic tools. These include active/passive scanning, and a re-association process, where a station which is roaming from one Access Point to another becomes associated with the new one Keeping Synchronization. Stations need to keep synchronization, which is necessary for keeping hopping synchronized, and other functions like Power Saving. On an infrastructure BSS, this is achieved by all the stations updating their clocks according to the AP’s clock, using the following mechanism:

The AP periodically transmits frames called Beacon Frames. These frames contain the value of the AP’s clock at the moment of transmission (note that this is the moment when transmission actually occurs, and not when it is put in the queue for transmission. Since the Beacon Frame is transmitted using CSMA rules, transmission may be delayed significantly).

The receiving stations check the value of their clocks at the moment the signal is received, and correct it to keep in synchronization with the AP’s clock. This prevents clock drifting which could cause loss of synch after a few hours of operation.[9]

C. Security

Security is one of the first concerns that people have when deploying a Wireless LAN. The 802.11 committee has addressed the issue by providing what is called WEP (Wired Equivalent Privacy).

Users are primarily concerned that an intruder should not be able to:

1. Access the Network resources by using similar Wireless LAN equipment
2. Capture Wireless LAN traffic (eavesdropping)

Preventing Access to Network Resources

This is done by the use of an Authentication mechanism where a station needs to prove knowledge of the current key. This is very similar to Wired LAN privacy, in the sense that an intruder needs to enter the premises (by using a physical key) in order to connect his workstation to the wired LAN.[10] [T. Jämsä, V. Hovinen, A. Karjalainen, J. Linatti]

D. Eavesdropping

Eavesdropping is prevented by using the WEP algorithm which is a Pseudo Random Number Generator initialized by a shared secret key. This PRNG outputs a key sequence of pseudo-random bits equal in length to the largest possible packet which is combined with the outgoing/incoming packet producing the packet transmitted in the air.

The WEP is a simple algorithm based on RSA’s RC4 which has the following properties:

1. Reasonably strong: Brute-force attack to this algorithm is difficult because every frame is sent with an Initialization Vector which restarts the PRNG for each frame.
2. Self Synchronizing: The algorithm re-synchronizes for each message. This is necessary in order to work in a connection-less environment, where packets may get lost (as any LAN).

III. FTP (File Transfer Protocol)

File Transfer Protocol (FTP) is a standard network protocol used to copy a file from one host to another over a TCP/IP-based network, such as the Internet. FTP is built...
on client-server architecture and utilizes separate control and data connections between the client and server. Client applications were originally interactive command-line tools with standardized command syntax, but graphical user interfaces have been developed for all desktop operating systems in use today. FTP is also often used as an application component to automatically transfer files for program internal functions. FTP can be used with user-based password authentication or with anonymous user access.

The objectives of FTP, as outlined by its RFC, are:

- To promote sharing of files (computer programs and/or data).
- To encourage indirect or implicit use of remote computers.
- To shield a user from variations in file storage systems among different hosts.
- To transfer data reliably, and efficiently.

The protocol is specified in RFC 959, which is summarized below.

A client makes a TCP connection to the server's port 21. This connection, called the control connection, remains open for the duration of the session, with a second connection, called the data connection, opened by the server from its port 20 to a client port (specified in the negotiation dialog) as required to transfer file data. The control connection is used for session administration (i.e., commands, identification, passwords) exchanged between the client and server using a telnet-like protocol. For example "RETR filename" would transfer the specified file from the server to the client. Due to this two-port structure, FTP is considered an out-of-band, as opposed to an in-band protocol such as HTTP.

The server responds on the control connection with three digit status codes in ASCII with an optional text message, for example "200" (or "200 OK.") means that the last command was successful. The numbers represent the code number and the optional text represent explanations (i.e., <OK>) or needed parameters (i.e., <Need account for storing file>). A file transfer in progress over the data connection can be aborted using an interrupt message sent over the control connection.

FTP runs over the Transmission Control Protocol (TCP). Usually FTP servers listen on the well-known port number 21 (IANA-reserved) for incoming connections from clients. A connection to this port from the FTP client forms the control stream on which commands are passed to the FTP server and responses are collected. FTP uses out-of-band control; it opens dedicated data connections on other port numbers. The parameters for the data streams depend on the specifically requested transport mode. Data connections usually use port number 20.

In active mode, the FTP client opens a dynamic port, sends the FTP server the dynamic port number on which it is listening over the control stream and waits for a connection from the FTP server. When the FTP server initiates the data connection to the FTP client it binds the source port to port 20 on the FTP server.

In order to use active mode, the client sends a PORT command, with the IP and port as argument. The format for the IP and port is "h1,h2,h3,h4,p1,p2". Each field is a decimal representation of 8 bits of the host IP, followed by the chosen data port. For example, a client with an IP of 192.168.0.1, listening on port 49154 for the data connection will send the command "PORT 192.168.0.1". The port fields should be interpreted as p1*256 + p2 = port, or, in this example, 192*256 + 2 = 49154.

In passive mode, the FTP server opens a dynamic port, sends the FTP client the server's IP address to connect to and the port on which it is listening (a 16-bit value broken into a high and low byte, as explained above) over the control stream and waits for a connection from the FTP client. In this case, the FTP client binds the source port of the connection to a dynamic port.

To use passive mode, the client sends the PASV command to which the server would reply with something similar to "227 Entering Passive Mode (127.0.0.1)". The syntax of the IP address and port are the same as for the argument to the PORT command.

In extended passive mode, the FTP server operates exactly the same as passive mode, however it only transmits the port number (not broken into high and low bytes) and the client is to assume that it connects to the same IP address that was originally connected to. Extended passive mode was added by RFC 2428 in September 1998.

While data is being transferred via the data stream, the control stream sits idle. This can cause problems with large data transfers through firewalls which time out sessions after lengthy periods of idleness. While the file may well be successfully transferred, the control session can be disconnected by the firewall, causing an error to be generated.

### A. Remote FTP

Where FTP access is restricted, a remote FTP (or FTP mail) service can be used to circumvent the problem. An e-mail containing the FTP commands to be performed is sent to a remote FTP server, which is a mail server that parses
the incoming e-mail, executes the FTP commands, and sends back an e-mail with any downloaded files as an attachment. Obviously this is less flexible than an FTP client, as it is not possible to view directories interactively or to modify commands, and there can also be problems with large file attachments in the response not getting through mail servers. The service was used when some users' only internet access was via email through gateways such as a BBS or online service. As most internet users these days have ready access to FTP, this procedure is no longer in everyday use.

IV ADVANTAGES AND APPLICATIONS

The main Advantages are:

- **Expert Technology Services**: By partnering with Wireless Integrated you ensure an expert technology services for your WiFi Radio requirements. We help you select the right technology, offer wide product range and be successful in your High-Technology business.
- **Low hardware cost**: Every WiFi Radio project seek very low cost of RF sensors, remotes and controllers along with assured range and performance. Products and designs from us shall cost you nearly 75% cheaper then market prices. We significantly reduce your Total Cost of Operations and guarantee range and performance.
- **Customized solutions**: Your large customers will ask for customization, addressing their unique problems and offer exclusive services. This will require you to have complete control over your infrastructure and ability to customize your products as per requirements. We offer this capability to you.
- **Software cost**: Most customers delay their RF automation plan because they are not able to get right range, performance, price and consultants for successful implementation. Wireless Integrated offer you all this in single package.

The main applications are:

- **Used in Modem Industries**: Wireless testing tool is used in many Wireless modem manufacturing company to test the various capabilities of modem like signal strength, Bandwidth, throughput etc.
- **Used in Simulation software**: Various simulation software provides wireless testing tool to test the connectivity and capability.
- **Used in Mobile manufacturing Industries**: Various mobile manufacturing Industries use wireless testing tool to test the handset capability and wireless connectivity.
- **Used by Various Service Provider**: Wireless testing tool are also used by various mobile service provide to test the dataflow and also Internet service provider (ISP) uses wireless testing tool.

- **Used in WLAN Environment**: Wireless testing tool is used in various WLAN environments to test the WLAN features are working efficiently or not.

V. CONCLUSIONS

A reliable, repeatable methodology is required for comparing wireless networks. Agencies need tools in order to compare technologies and evaluate deployments. The methodologies developed in this project provide some options for DOTs and other agencies. Wireless testing tools provide a straightforward method for quantifying the performance of wireless links across single and multiple hops. They do have some shortcomings in terms of mobile handoffs and how they measure UDP throughputs. Ping utilities such as HRPING provide a very high time resolution in order to properly evaluate wireless handoffs. The current tools are not the most user friendly and do require some post processing in order to extract useful data [2].
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